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“Different explanations of the processes of
selection and presentation of media content”.
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Selection
The processes involved in deciding what will
appear in the media. Some form of selection
process must take place on a daily basis
since the amount of potential content is vast
and someone, somewhere, has to decide
what - and what not - to select.

Presentation

Processes

The way content, once selected, is
transmitted to an audience. Media content is subject to a variety of processes
and packaging before it reaches an
audience - the presentation of content
is part of a social construction process.

Economic
Production values relate to the
quality of the product presented to
an audience. Within different
forms of media programming costs
vary and this goes some way
towards determining how content
is selected and presented.
For privately owned media
profitability is an important
influence since the creation of
profits may be dependent on
a precise knowledge of the
audience for your content.

Values

Production and distribution
costs influence the selection
and presentation of content.

Costs

News
Profits

Technology

Distribution
The physical delivery of some
media forms (such as newspapers)
influences the selection and
presentation of content. Print media,
for example, have restrictions on
space that don’t apply to New
media (such as web sites).

A global media company can select
programming from a wide and
diverse range of sources unavailable
to individuals producing small web
sites or documenting events in their
local community through a web log.

National media have more
resources at their disposal
than local media
companies. However, news
agencies (such as the
Press Association) that
collect and sell news
material are often used by
media outlets to lower the
cost of news reporting.

Competition

Intra-Medium
Push technologies
Content providers send
information to an audience
regardless of whether or not
it was specifically requested.

Within the same medium
competition may result in different
organisations capturing or losing
different kinds of content (such as
live Premiership football).

Pull technologies
An audience can request specific forms of information from a
content provider. A URL typed into a web browser, for
example, is a simple form of pull technology.

Inter-Media
Competition between different media
results in content being selected and
presented in ways tailored to the
particular strengths of the medium
(such as music video on MTV).
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The selection and presentation of information is, to some
extent, governed by political rules governing media content.

Political
Censorship
Direct

Western governments rarely operate a
system of direct media censorship
(although in times of “national emergency”
this may change). Indirect forms of
censorship - both governmental and
private - are not, however, uncommon.

Indirect

Official Secrets Act
Information the government
decides is “classified
information” cannot be
legally published.

Commissions
Technically independent of direct
government control, although since
they’re usually government-funded
their actual level of independence
may, in practice, be limited.
Examples: The Office for
Communications (Ofcom); The
Advertising Standards Association.

Defence Notices
An informal, non-statutory,
system covering nonclassified information about
the armed forces. The "DNotice” Committee (meeting
in secret) can advise about and censor - the publication
of information.

Distribution

Positive vetting
Involves checks being made on
the background of all prospective
public sector employees.
Legal rules and regulations
Covering advertising and
broadcasting (such as what
can be shown and when).

Physical
Small circulation periodicals
may be effectively “censored”
because the public have
difficulty buying them or even
knowing of their existence.

Self-Censorship

All media organisations have
certain operating (or “news”)
values that may include things
they don’t publish because
their audience doesn’t want it
- The Times, for example,
doesn’t print pictures of
topless women - as well as
values owners and controllers
apply when deciding whether
or not to select and present
particular stories.
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Copyright
Restrictions placed on the
distribution of print and
electronic content.

Peters (2001) : “Companies in control of distribution
networks…use their position as ‘gatekeepers’ to
distribute mainly information and programme services
of their own media group thus limiting free access”.

Omission

Values

Distribution networks
involve the potential for
censorship in two main ways:

Advertising

The failure to report something is an effective
form of censorship since the public is effectively
denied knowledge of an event or issue.

Privately-owned media rely on advertising income for
their profitability and, consequently, are unlikely to
behave in ways that upset their principal advertisers.

The owners of Lynx deodorant
refused permission to use pictures
from their advertising campaign in
the print version of these Notes
because the accompanying text was
both critical of the campaign’s
sexism and suggested the adverts
breached advertising standards
about honesty and truthfulness.
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Cultural

“What counts as news” is socially
determined and constructed.

Cultural (or ideological) factors surrounding the production
of news provides material we can use to illustrate how
media content is culturally selected and presented.

Construction

Power
The key factor that turns an event (or activity)
into “news” is that someone with the power to
construct and enforce such labels decides it’s
newsworthy. News is not a neutral, nonideological, category; rather, it involves a set of
ideological prescriptions (rules or agendas) that
classifies events in particular ways.

Discourse
Fiske (1987): A discourse is a
system of representation,
developed to circulate ideas, beliefs
and values about something, that
creates a framework for its
interpretation by an audience.

Values

News discourses define the concept
of news and the meaning of news
(is something, for example, “good”
or “bad”?). This definition of
meaning tells an audience how they
are supposed to interpret something
and conditions or determines their
response to whatever is being
presented as news.

Legitimating
Positive and negative ideas
used in news reports to
provide cultural cues that
“tell” an audience how to
interpret something (without
actually appearing to do so).
Positive (legitimate) values
and negative (illegitimate)
values structure the way we
“read” information.

News
The values used by organisations
and individuals (such as editors,
sub-editors and journalists) to
guide their understanding of what
is - and what isn’t - newsworthy.
Chibnall (1977): News values
are “learnt through a process of
informal professional
socialisation”.

Examples

Chibnall (1977)

Galtung and Ruge
(1973)
Frequency
Size
Unambiguous
Meaningfulness
Consonance
Continuity
Composition

Immediacy
Drama
Personalisation
Titillation
Convention
Structured
Access
Novelty

Lanson and Stephens
(2003)
Weight
Controversy
Usefulness
Educational Value
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Folk Devils

Moral Panics

The periodic identification and selection of individuals
or groups as being deserving of special attention,
usually because they’re believed to represent a
challenge or threat to the existing moral order.
Examples: Asylum seekers, Terrorists, Paedophiles.

The idea folk devils are sufficiently threatening
to require some sort action to be taken to
counteract or neutralise their influence.

Social Control
Scapegoating
Moral panics involve individuals or
groups being targeted for special
treatment by the media. Politicians,
the police and so forth. The objects
of such panics (usually those who
are relatively powerless) are
stigmatised and scapegoated
(blamed) for social problems.

Hall et al (1978), from a Marxist perspective,
linked a moral panic over “mugging” in the
1970’s to an economic “crisis in capitalism”,
arguing the media used such folk devils to
distract people’s attention from the real
problems in society at that time (high levels of
unemployment and social unrest, for example).
A contemporary example - the US-led “War on
Terror” - has seen the introduction, in the UK,
of a wide range of government policies that
impact directly on individual freedoms (such as
the possible introduction of Identity Cards).

Moral
Entrepreneurs
Individuals or groups who take it upon
themselves to “protect public morality
who use news media to promote their
individual or group agendas.

Values

Risk
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Alternative explanations of moral panics
focus on how they reflect news values.

Audience

The amplification of risk is related to Wilkins
(1963) concept of Deviancy Amplification (where one
result media selection and presentation in relation to
crime and deviance was an increase (“amplification”)
in the behaviour they were concerned to control). By
publicising certain types of behaviour the media not
only served to attract people to the behaviour but
also led to deviance becoming criminalised.

Frewer et al (2002) showed how
perceptions of risk relating to genetically
modified food increased after extensive
media reporting in the UK in 1999.
Pidgeon et al (2003), highlight the way
various issues have been increasingly used
by media organisations to amplify the actual
risks from a range of things (such as AIDS).

Moral panics represent one way of
“cracking down” on behaviour seen as
undesirable by the media. This often
occurs during periods of social crisis or
change and, arguably, represents
attempts to limit the impact and pace of
such change.

A dramatic, sensational, story can be used to increase
audience figures or ratings. This is particularly
apparent during “quiet periods” in terms of news when
the lack of anything significant to report often results in
“folk devil” stories appearing in the media.

Synoptic Link
Crime and Deviance
The concept of deviancy amplification can be applied to “the social
construction of, and societal reactions to, crime and deviance, including the role of the mass media”.
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2 marks
Explain what is meant by a stereotype.

4 marks
Identify two features of a moral panic.

4 marks
Explain what is meant
by a ‘folk devil’.

4 marks
Give two examples of issues that
have become moral panics.

Exam Questions

8 Marks
Identify and briefly explain two
factors that may affect “whether an
event will be reported in the media”.
6 Marks
Give three examples
of “news values”.
8 Marks
Identify and briefly explain two
reasons why moral panics occur.

Item
A major interest of researchers is whether the mass media are biased in their
selection and presentation of the news. For example, some sociologists argue
that the media reproduce the views of the ruling class and portray subordinate
groups in stereotypes. Studies by the Glasgow University Media Group have
shown that the language and ‘visuals’ used in TV news broadcasts are biased
against particular groups; that stories are selectively reported (for instance,
the effects of strikes are given more coverage than their causes) and that
there is a hierarchy of access to the media, in which more powerful groups
find it easier to get their views heard. Sociologists have also examined how
news values – that is, the criteria that journalists and editors use in deciding
whether an event is ‘newsworthy’ – produce systematic biases in the news.

20 marks
Using material from the Item and elsewhere,
assess the view that the selection and presentation
of the news by the mass media are biased.
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